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A B S T R A C T 

The Transiting Exoplanet Surv e y Satellite ( TESS ) is focusing on relatively bright stars and has found thousands of planet 
candidates. Ho we ver, mainly because of the low spatial resolution of its cameras ( ≈ 21 arcsec/pix el), TESS is e xpected to 

detect several false positiv es (FPs); hence, v etting needs to be done. Here, we present a follow-up program of TESS candidates 
orbiting solar-analogue stars that are in the all-sky PLATO input catalogue. Using Gaia photometry and astrometry we built 
an absolute colour–magnitude diagram and isolated solar-analogue candidates’ hosts. We performed a probabilistic validation 

of each candidate using the VESPA software and produced a prioritized list of objects that have the highest probability of being 

genuine transiting planets. Following this procedure, we eliminated the majority of FPs and statistically vetted 23 candidates. 
For this remaining set, we performed a stellar neighbourhood analysis using Gaia Early Data Release 3 and centroid motion 

tests, greatly enhancing the on-target probability of 12 of them. We then used publicly available high-resolution imaging data 
to confirm their transit source and found five new, fully validated planets. For the remaining candidates, we propose on–off 
photometry to further refine the list of genuine candidates and prepare for the subsequent radial velocity follow-up. 

Key words: methods: statistical – techniques: photometric – surv e ys – planets and satellites: detection – Hertzsprung-Russell 
and colour-magnitude diagrams – stars: solar-type. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he Transiting Exoplanet Surv e y Satellite ( TESS , Ricker et al. 2014 )
s a NASA all-sky survey telescope designed to search for transiting
xoplanets orbiting nearby stars. With its array of four ultra-wide-
eld cameras, TESS has been delivering, since 2018 July, both
hort-cadence photometry and target pixel file (TPF) images on pre-
elected targets, and full-frame images (FFIs) with a 30- or 10-min
adence (during the nominal and extended mission, respectively).
hese data are downlinked to the ground, where they are then further
nalysed with transit-search pipelines developed by the Science
rocessing Operations centre (SPOC). This applies to short cadence

mages (Jenkins et al. 2016 ) and, starting from sector 36, to some
argets selected from the FFIs (Caldwell et al. 2020 ), while every FFI
s also analysed with the Quick-Look Pipeline (QLP, Huang et al.
020 ). The candidate planets found by the SPOC and QLP are then
etted 1 by the MIT branch of the TESS Science office (TSO), and
 E-mail: giacomo.mantovan@phd.unipd.it 
 For details, see https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ docs/tess/ data-handling.html 
nd ht tps://archive.st sci.edu/missions/t ess/doc/EXP- TESS- ARC- ICD- TM- 
014- Rev- F.pdf (Twicken et al. 2020 ). 
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Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( http://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whi
hose candidates that survive are later defined as TESS Objects of
nterest (TOIs, Guerrero et al. 2021 ). 

TESS focuses on relatively bright, nearby stars and is finding
housands of transiting planet candidates. Ho we ver, because of the
ow spatial resolution of its cameras ( ≈ 21 arcsec/pixel), a percentage
f objects initially identified as exoplanet candidates are expected to
e false positives (FPs). In fact, the crowding of stars within the 1
rcmin 2 point spread function (PSF) of TESS might cause two (or
ore) stars to appear merged into the TESS time-series. Therefore,

f an exoplanet orbits around a star that is blended with another in
he TESS images, then the transit signal in the light curve is diluted.
f another star – blended in the TESS PSF – is present in the same
ixel, it could be the origin of the transit signal by either being an
clipsing binary or hosting a planet itself. 

Some FPs are identifiable using TESS data alone, but the majority
f them need further observations (Ricker et al. 2015 ). To a v oid
asting observational time and optimize follow-up resources, it

s possible to identify the most promising candidates through a
uick and efficient probabilistic validation procedure, which aids in
istinguishing between a planet and a FP from a particular transiting
andidate (Morton 2012 ). 

In this work, we present our probabilistic validation analysis of
very TOI orbiting a solar-analogue target that is in the all-sky
© 2022 The Author(s) 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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3 VESPA does not consider ‘blended transiting planet’ FP scenarios (Morton 
et al. 2016 ). 
4 It is crucial to note that, as further explained by Morton et al. ( 2016 ), a vetted 
candidate requires to have a ‘probability > 99 per cent of being on the target 
star’ to be fully ‘validated’. Therefore, as we explain in Section 5.1.1 , we will 
label a candidate as fully ‘validated’ only after proving this constraint. 
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LATO input catalogue (Montalto et al. 2021 ), for which time-series
r high-precision radial velocities follow-up observations are not 
et available. We consider only candidates without follow-up obser- 
 ations av ailable on the Exoplanet Follow-up Observing Program 

or TESS (ExoFOP-TESS) website 2 to provide an original analysis 
nd a v oid duplicated w ork. The softw are we use to perform such
robabilistic validation is the VESPA code, which is computationally 
fficient and publicly-available (Morton 2012 ). By following this 
rocedure, we are able to identify the majority of FP candidates. For
he remaining set, we perform a stellar neighbourhood analysis using 
aia Early Data Release 3 ( Gaia EDR3, Gaia Collaboration 2021 )

nd on–off photometry (Deeg et al. 2009 ) to further refine the list of
andidates and prepare for the subsequent radial velocity follow-up. 
s we will explain further in Section 5.1.1 , throughout this work
e label every candidate that passes only the VESPA analysis as a

vetted’ candidate; on the other hand, we refer to those that also
ass the stellar neighbourhood analysis and meet a specific list of
onstraints as ‘statistically validated planets’. Furthermore, our work 
s a perfect case study of using VESPA on PLATO data in the future,
s the telescopes will have a similar spatial resolution (Laubier et al.
017 ). This study could be the framework for future PLATO vetting.
In Section 2 , we briefly describe the methods we used to perform

robabilistic validation analysis and stellar neighbourhood analysis; 
n Section 3 , we explain how we selected our sample of TOIs
rbiting PLATO solar-analogue targets, while in Section 4 , we show 

he results of our validation analysis, paying specific attention to 
he planetary size of the statistically-vetted targets we found. In 
ection 5 , we discuss our results, provide suggestions for the follow-
p observations, specify the nomenclature used, and call attention 
o the importance of performing a stellar neighbourhood analysis. 
oncluding remarks are in Section 6 . 

 M E T H O D S  

n this work, we performed the fully automated probabilistic valida- 
ion procedure following Morton ( 2012 ) & Morton et al. ( 2016 ) for
58 TOIs orbiting solar-analogue stars that are in the all-sky PLATO 

nput catalogue, v1.1 (asPIC1.1, Montalto et al. 2021 ). The selection 
f these stars is described in Section 3 , while in the following of this
ection we describe the validation algorithms. 

.1 VESPA 

he VESPA code ( Validation of Exoplanet Signals using a Proba-
ilistic Algorithm ) is a publicly-available software package (Morton 
012 ) that models light curves of eclipsed stars as simple trapezoids
arametrized by a depth δ, a total duration T , and the transit shape
arameter T / τ , where τ is the ingress (or egress ) duration, and
imulates physically realistic populations of astrophysical FPs. 

Validating an exoplanet candidate is equi v alent to demonstrating 
hat the False Positive Probability (FPP) is small enough to be 
onsidered negligible. VESPA calculates the FPP as follows: 

PP = 1 − Pr(planet| signal) , (1) 

here 

r(planet| signal) = 

L TP πTP 

L TP πTP + L FP πFP 
(2) 

efines the probability that there is a planet given the observed signal.
n equation ( 2 ), L represents the Bayesian lik elihood f actor, which
 Available at ht tps://exofop.ipac.calt ech.edu/tess/. 

5

v
p

ays how similar is the shape of the observed transit signal to the
xpected signal shape produced by the hypothesis (false positive or 
lanet scenarios). The prior π describes how intrinsically probable a 
riori is the existence of the hypothesized scenario. In particular, TP
ndicates a ‘true positive’. 

VESPA supports the following hypotheses: 

(i) Eclipsing binary system in the background or foreground, 
lended within the photometric aperture of the target star (BEB); 
(ii) The target is a hierarchical-triple system where two of the 

omponents eclipse each other (HEB); 
(iii) The target star is an eclipsing binary (EB); 
(iv) Transiting planet (Pl). 3 

Furthermore, VESPA supports double-period versions of each FP 

cenario. This is done to a v oid, for example, the case in which an
B with twice the orbital period of the detected candidate, and with
imilar primary and secondary eclipse depths, is confused with a 
ransiting planet. 

Briefly, the VESPA validation procedure works in this way: 

(i) Simulation of a representative population for each hypothesis 
cenario listed abo v e (fixing the period). Each population is made up
f many different instances of that scenario; 
(ii) Calculation of the prior ( π ) for each scenario, which is the

roduct of three factors: the existence probability of the analysed 
cenario within the photometric aperture, the geometric probability 
f orbital alignment for which an eclipse is visible and the probability
hat the eclipse is able to mimic a transit (Morton 2012 ); 

(iii) Calculation of the likelihood ( L ) of the observed transit signal
or each scenario, where VESPA models the shape of the eclipse and
ts it to the observed light curve. This is done through Mark o v Chain
onte Carlo (MCMC) simulations; 
(iv) Combination of prior and likelihood to calculate the FPP of 

he transit signal (equation 1 ). If the FPP is < 1 per cent, then the
andidate can be considered as probabilistically vetted. 4 

We refer the reader to Morton ( 2012 ) & Morton et al. ( 2016 ) for a
etailed description of the method. 

.1.1 Data and constraints 

e fed VESPA with the following stellar and planetary parameters: 

- equatorial coordinates, Gaia photometric magnitudes, and par- 
llax (see Section 2.1.2 ) from Gaia EDR3; 

- stellar ef fecti ve temperature T eff , gravity log g , and metallicity
Fe/H] 5 from Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST); 

- mean stellar density ρ in units of [g cm 

−3 ] and maximum
xtinction in the V band ( maxAV ) from asPIC1.1; 

- planet to stellar radius R p / R s from Exoplanet Follow-up Observ-
ng Program for TESS (ExoFOP-TESS). 

We used the detrended and phase-folded time-series extracted from 

ESS data available in the MAST portal (see Section 2.1.3 ). 
MNRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 

 We used T eff , log g and [Fe/H] in the VESPA calculation only if their 
alues come from spectroscopy; otherwise, we a v oided adding these input 
arameters. 

https://exofop.ipac.caltech.edu/tess/
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Figure 1. Detrended, normalized, and phase-folded light curve from the FFIs 
of TOI 5238.01. This TESS candidate was observed in Sector 14, 15, 16, 21, 
22, 23, and 41 and flagged as a planet candidate (PC) by the QLP on 2022 
March 1. The time interval is centred on the mid-transit point and is limited 
to 1.5 times the transit duration on each side. The green line is a trapezoidal 
fitting model that is produced with the VESPA software using the BATMAN 

Python package (Kreidberg 2015 ). We plotted the residuals below the light 
curve. 
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We defined the maximum angular distance ( maxrad in VESPA ) from
he target star where a potential blending star might be, as the radius
f the aperture ( r circ ) for circular aperture photometry. Otherwise, we
ssumed the area ( A ) co v ered by the TESS aperture as circular and
omputed the radius as: 

 tess = 

√ 

A/π ; 

A = N px × s 2 , (3) 

here N px is the number of pixels within the TESS aperture and s
s the TESS platescale that is equal to 21 arcsec/pixel. As a safety
argin, it is useful to add the TESS PSF of 40 arcsec to both radii

Stassun et al. 2018 ), i.e. maxrad = r circ + 40 arcsec and maxrad =
 tess + 40 arcsec. 

As described by Rowe et al. ( 2015 ) and Morton et al. ( 2016 ), 6 

e quantified the maximum depth of a potential secondary eclipse
 δmax , secthresh in VESPA ). We ran a transit search in the TOI light
urve and looked for the deepest signal allowed at phases outside the
ransit ( δsec ). We compute δmax as δmax = δsec + 3 σ sec , where σ sec is
he uncertainty associated with δsec . 

Then, we inferred physical properties of the star (see Section 4.1 )
iven the photometric, spectroscopic, and observational constraints
escribed abo v e using the ISOCHRONES package (Morton 2015 ) and
nally computed the FPP with VESPA . 

.1.2 Bayesian evidence 

s explained in Morton et al. ( 2016 ), to start the validation procedure,
ll available constraints on the target star are used to condition a
irect fit of a single- or multiple-star model to the MIST grid of
tellar models (Dotter 2016 ; Choi et al. 2016 ; Paxton et al. 2011 ).
his fit is done using multi-modal nested sampling, implemented
ith MULTINEST . Consequently, ISOCHRONES produces posterior

amplings of the physical properties of the host star, modelled
s a single- or multiple-star system. To compute the FPP, VESPA

equires the physical properties of each stellar model (single, binary,
nd triple) to e v aluate each different scenario. When multi-modal
osteriors are sampled with the MULTINEST tool, the Bayesian
vidence (Feroz et al. 2019 ) is also computed. This particular
arameter allows us to understand the degree to which the data imply
 given model (Knuth et al. 2015 ). Therefore, it is usual to prefer the
odel that implies the greatest Bayesian evidence (Kass & Raftery

995 ). 
In our validation procedure, we found out that inserting as input

nly the observed Gaia photometric magnitudes – instead of adding
ther photometric magnitudes – produced the strongest Bayesian
vidence. For this reason, we preferred to insert only the Gaia G, BP,
nd RP magnitudes into the VESPA input file. 

.1.3 TESS photometry 

or our analysis of the TESS light curves, we accessed the TESS
ata by downloading the SPOC Presearch Data Conditioning Simple
perture Photometry (PDCSAP) flux light curves (Smith et al. 2012 ;
tumpe et al. 2014 ) for the short cadence candidates, which have
een observed in multiple sectors and have been stitched together
y the TESS mission in the so-called Data Validation Time Series
les. These files can be found in the MAST portal. When instead
NRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 

 And following a tutorial of VESPA available at https://nexsci.caltech.edu/w 

r kshop/2018/VESPA Tutor ial.pdf. 

a  

c  
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p

e deal with TOIs from FFIs, we downloaded the QLP normalized
ight curves detrended by splines (KSPSAP). In cases where QLP

ultisectors observations had been available, we stitched together
ach light curve and then we performed the phase-folding procedure
Fig. 1 ). 

.2 Stellar neighbourhood analysis 

o further understand the real nature of a TESS candidate, it is nec-
ssary to accurately analyse its stellar neighbourhood, to understand
f possible contaminating stars are present. 

Thanks to Gaia photometry (Gaia Collaboration 2021 ), we can
heck whether any neighbourhood star is able to generate a flux in the
perture that corresponds at least to the observed flux variation. When
his is not the case, we can exclude each Gaia source to be a blended
clipsing binary and greatly enhance the probability that the detected
ignal is coming from the target star. Consequently, we developed a
ustom pipeline (further explained at the end of this Section and in
ection 2.2.1 & 2.2.2 ) to compute which neighbourhood stars could
eproduce the observed transit signal. When none of them can, we
hanged the value of the maxrad constraint within the VESPA input
ata and proceeded with the analysis. In this case, we considered
he spatial resolution of Gaia EDR3 – that can resolve close pairs
f stars at 1.5 arcseconds separation – as the minimum value for
he maxrad constraint. It is important to note that this is a peculiar
ituation, which only happened to ∼ 1/10 of our targets. 

Therefore, it is often necessary to perform additional photometric
ollo w-up observ ations to confirm the source of the signal. We
an apply the so-called seeing-limited on–off photometry technique
Deeg et al. 2009 ), which consists of the flux measurement –
ith ground-based imagers – of the target star and neighbour stars
ithin, for example, 3.5 arcmins (10x10 TESS pixels, Stassun et al.
019 ) during the predicted on- and off-transit phases. Thanks to the
uch higher angular resolution obtainable with some ground-based

nstruments compared to TESS , we can either confirm or discard that
he detected signal is due to a genuine exoplanet candidate orbiting
 given target star. Using these high angular resolution imagers, we
an first resolve most cases of stars that appear merged into the
ime-series obtained by TESS ; then – depending on the photometric
recision of the instrument and the transit depth – we can either: 

https://nexsci.caltech.edu/workshop/2018/VESPA_Tutorial.pdf
art/stac2451_f1.eps
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7 or KSPSAP, if the specific TOI has been identified with the QLP pipeline. 
8 For details, see ht tps://archive.st sci.edu/files/live/sites/mast /files/home/mi 
ssions- and- data/active- missions/tess/ documents/TESS Instrument Handb 
ook v0.1.pdf. 
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(i) detect the source of the signal and verify if it does not exhibit
uminosity variations that are sufficiently strong to cause a false 
larm (when we have high photometric precision and/or a deep transit 
epth); or 
(ii) focus on the photometry of the neighbourhood stars and verify 

f none of them can reproduce the disco v ery signal (when we have
ow photometric precision and/or a shallow transit depth). 

Both strategies are able to detect the source of the signal. It
s necessary to note that for the success of this technique, it is
rucial to take into account the TESS ephemeris uncertainty (Epoch, 
eriod, and Duration) and perfectly plan the on–off observation 
indows. In fact, the accumulation of the uncertainty o v er time

hortens the window length in which we can precisely collect the 
ff- and, especially, on-transit phases. Thanks to the multi-year TESS 
bservations, the ephemeris uncertainty is often less of an issue. 
onetheless, it is important to collect on–off photometry as close 

s possible to the last TESS observation to a v oid the accumulation
f uncertainties. Therefore, when we have many data points and 
phemeris uncertainties are small, we should shorten by 3 σ both 
ides of the window length of the on-transit phase, where σ takes into
ccount the ephemeris uncertainties and the ingress/egress duration. 
n addition to that, it is essential to perform this follow-up with an
bservation band similar to TESS , such as the Cousins I c or the Sloan
 

′ 
, to a v oid the potential obtainment of a transit depth different than
xpected (see Section 4.5 ). 

Both in the on–off technique and in the photometric analysis using
aia EDR3, we computed the expected magnitude variation that 

ny neighbourhood star have to generate to reproduce the transit 
ignal. Specifically, we followed Deeg et al. ( 2009 ) and found that a
ransit signal originates from a neighbour star c if this star is able to
eproduce the disco v ery signal ( s ): 

 �F /F ) s = 

k c �F c 

k t F t + 

∑ 

k i F i 
, (4) 

here t and i (with c ∈ i) stand for target and contaminants respec-
ively, while k is the fraction of light of the stellar PSF which falls into
he given photometric aperture . The aim of this photometric follow- 
p is then to falsify the equation ( 4 ) for each neighbour star. When
e are analysing a contaminant star, we can rewrite equation ( 4 ) as

ollows: 

�F c 

F c 
= 

(
k t F t + 

∑ 

k i F i 

k c F c 

)
( �F /F ) s , (5) 

hich in magnitude notation becomes: 

m c = −2 . 5 log 

[
1 − ( �F /F ) s 

(
k t 10 −0 . 4 m t + 

∑ 

k i 10 −0 . 4 m i 

k c 10 −0 . 4 m c 

)]
. 

(6) 

he argument of the logarithm must be positive. This means that 
ach contaminating star needs to generate a flux in the aperture 
hat corresponds at least to the observed flux variation. If none 
f them can pass this threshold, we can rule out each resolved
eighbourhood star as the source of the transit signal without taking 
 photometric observation to e v aluate � m c . In this specific situation,
e can already mo v e on to high-resolution imaging and precision

adial velocity observations; otherwise, we require ground-based 
hotometric observations to perform the on–off follow-up. 

.2.1 Diluted discovery signal 

n our procedure, the disco v ery signal in equation ( 4 ) must be the one
oming from simple aperture photometry. This is important because 
e need to conserve the possible stellar contamination coming from 

eighbour stars to subsequently correct it with our pipeline. Ho we ver,
he transit depth of a TOI – provided by the TESS team – comes from
 PDCSAP 

7 flux light curve (hereafter, δPDCSAP ), which is already 
orrected for the crowding contamination from known neighbour 
tars (Guerrero et al. 2021 ). A similar amount of flux correction is
ollected into the TIC contamination ratio parameter (Stassun et al. 
019 ), which is defined as the nominal flux from the contaminants
ivided by the flux from the source. The contaminants have been
earched for within 10 TESS pixels, and the contaminating flux has
een calculated within a radius that depends on the target’s Tmag.
sing this parameter, we can therefore reco v er, in a simplistic way,

he diluted transit depth as follows: 

 �F /F ) s = 

δPDCSAP 

(1 + CR ) 
, (7) 

here CR is the contamination ratio . 
We reco v ered the diluted transit depth and performed a custom

orrection for stellar dilution for two reasons. Firstly, there are 
nown cases where the QLP planet radius has been inaccurate relative 
o uncontaminated ground-based observations. This inaccuracy has 
ften turned out to be linked to the QLP deblending method, which
s based on the TESS magnitude estimates from the TIC (Huang et al.
020 ). Moreo v er, the QLP deblending method ef fecti vely deblends
he light curve from contamination by an additional star inside the
perture (Guerrero et al. 2021 ), whereas we deblend the transit depth
rom contamination by any star whose flux falls inside the aperture.
econd, SPOC simulates the contaminating flux in the field around 

he target star from the full TICv7 catalogue for sectors 1-13 and
ICv8 for sectors 14 onwards (Guerrero et al. 2021 ), and both use

he Gaia DR2 catalogue. In our pipeline, we used instead stellar
arameters from TICv8.2 and included parameters from the Gaia 
DR3 catalogue. As we will specify in Section 2.2.2 , we have used

he TESS photometric band to correct for stellar contamination. In 
articular, we obtained the TESS magnitude of a Gaia star by cross-
atching TIC and Gaia catalogues through the Gaia ID of the star. 

.2.2 The k parameter 

he k parameter modifies the expected magnitude difference that 
s required to reproduce the transit signal. Its value depends on the
elected pixels and on the exact position of the given star in the TESS
perture. In fact, the PSF of the telescope causes the light from the
arget to fall on to several different pixels. The photometric aperture
sed to extract the light curve of a short-cadence TOI can be found
nside a TPF object, which is an ensemble of images taken for each
bserved cadence. Differently, for long-cadence TOIs found with the 
LP, the TESS aperture is circular and its optimal radius is given by

he QLP itself. 
Thanks to the Pixel Response Function (PRF) provided by the 

ESS mission, we can determine in which pixels the light from the
arget falls. In detail, the PRF is a model that describes the image
f a point source and how it varies depending on where it lands
n the detector. Its shape comes from a combination of the optical
SF, jitter during observations, and intra-pixel location of where 

he light lands. 8 The PRF images span 13x13 physical TESS CCD
MNRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 

https://archive.stsci.edu/files/live/sites/mast/files/home/missions-and-data/active-missions/tess/_documents/TESS_Instrument_Handbook_v0.1.pdf
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Figure 2. Intrinsic colour–magnitude diagram in the Gaia bands. Each 
dot represents a specific TOI whose host star is inside the asPIC1.1 input 
catalogue, while either the apparent V magnitude ( top panel) or the stellar 
distance ( bottom panel) is colour coded. In the bottom panel, we added star- 
by-star uncertainties for the absolute, intrinsic G 0 magnitude. We also plotted 
our selected solar-analogue stars (see Section 3.2 ) within the insets. 
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ix els and hav e 9x9 intra-pix el samples per each pix el. This ensures
ome pixel precision without having to interpolate. The available
RF files change among different TESS sectors, cameras, and
CDs. 
The entire procedure for e v aluating the k parameter for an

ndividual star (whether it is the target or a contaminant) can be
escribed as follows: 

(i) We extract the PRF at the exact pixel location of the star, where
he total flux is determined using the star’s TESS magnitude; 

(ii) We e v aluate the shift between the centre of the aperture and
hat of the PRF (i.e. the separation between the centre of the aperture
nd star location); 

(iii) We calculate the exact contribution of the flux that falls into
he aperture. When the aperture is circular, we use the implementation
f the PHOTUTILS package (Bradley et al. 2021 ). When dealing
ith TPF apertures (made by multiple square pixels), we calculate

our weights to consider the displacement between the centre of an
perture pixel and that of a PRF pixel. This displacement causes an
perture pixel to overlap with up to a maximum of four PRF pixels;
herefore, to calculate the flux contribution from a single aperture
ixel, we need to consider the weighted contribution of each of these
our PRF pixels; 

(iv) We divide the contribution of flux that falls into the aperture
y the total flux of the star. The result obtained is the k parameter. 

.2.3 Undiluted radius 

he analysis of the neighbour stars allows us to e v aluate ho w much
he stellar dilution affects the candidate’s transit depth – and thus its
adius – and whether this value remains consistent with a planetary
bject. The equation of the new transit depth is as follows: 

�F t 

F t 
= 

(
k t F t + 

∑ 

k i F i 

k t F t 

)
( �F /F ) s , (8) 

ith the same notation used in equation ( 4 ), while the candidate’s new
adius ( R p ) can therefore be estimated with the following equation: 

 p ≈ R � 

√ 

�F t 

F t 
. (9) 

.3 Centroid Motion 

n addition to the on–off photometry technique, we performed
nother verification test to recognize the presence of contaminating
tars. In particular, we have exploited the so-called centroid motion
est, which monitors the shift in the position of the photometric
entroid during a transit event and verifies whether the corresponding
otion is pointing away from the target. With this test, we further

eek to determine the location of the transit source and to discard
lended eclipsing binary sources. 
In the specific case where a TOI was identified by the SPOC,

e took the result of the centroid motion test carried out by the
ESS mission – that can be found within a TESS Data Validation
eport file. When this is not the case, we followed the procedure
escribed in Montalto et al. ( 2020 ) to perform the centroid test, and
hen we applied the suggested constraints to determine whether a
andidate has passed the test. These constraints include the proba-
ility of correct source identification P η, the probability of correct
ource association P D , and the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis 
936 ). 
NRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 
 TA R G E T S  SELECTI ON  

o select the candidates orbiting solar-analogue stars, we built an
ntrinsic colour–magnitude diagram in the Gaia bands, correcting the
hotometry for distance modulus, extinction, and reddening. From
his diagram, it is possible to extrapolate all stars belonging to a
ertain spectral class. We focus on solar-analogue stars because of
he scientific importance of disco v ering planets around ‘Solar twins’
o carry out future atmospheric follow-up, and to obtain statistical
nformation about exoplanet systems, whose characteristics may be
imilar to our planet, the only one known to host life. 

.1 Intrinsic colour–magnitude diagram 

e developed a custom pipeline that takes into account the entire
ist of TOIs and then cross-matches it with the MAST, which also
ncludes Gaia data. Then, we cross-matched the same list with the
sPIC1.1 (Montalto et al. 2021 ) and used its corrected Gaia DR2
hotometry to build an intrinsic colour–magnitude diagram. 

.1.1 The all-sky PLATO input catalogue 

he intrinsic (i.e. reddening and extinction-free), absolute colour–
agnitude diagram is presented in Fig. 2 . In the Figure, the V
agnitude ( upper panel) and the stellar distance ( lower panel) are

olour coded. This colour–magnitude diagram represents stars across
ll the range of spectral types isolated in the asPIC1.1 (FGK and M
warfs and subgiant stars), where for FGK stars V ≤ 13 and for
 dwarfs V ≤ 16. This completeness is important to highlight –

art/stac2451_f2.eps
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specially across the G spectral class – since it ensures that we did
ot apply any significant bias in our selection. 
We found that in a magnitude limited sample, bluer stars – being 

ntrinsically more luminous – tend to be located at larger distances 
han redder stars along the main sequence, which are instead found 
loser to the observer. Then the larger distance implies a larger 
istance, reddening, and extinction uncertainty. This also explains 
oth the increase in colour and magnitude uncertainty (Fig. 2 , 
ower panel). Furthermore, the magnitude (and colour) uncertainty 
ends to increase towards bluer stars. Since interstellar extinction 
s inversely proportional to the wavelength (Whitford’s Law of 
nterstellar Extinction, Whitford 1958 ), bluer stars tend to be more 
xtincted, and hence the magnitude uncertainty increases. The colour 
ncertainty has the same tendency. 

.2 Stellar sample 

t this stage, every TOI’s host star within the asPIC1.1 is ready for
election. The data is continuously updated and at the time of writing
t, 2022 May 16, the number of TOIs disco v ered is 5637, of which
842 are included in the asPIC1.1. We decided to use Mamajek’s 
able (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013 ) for these TOIs’ host stars. This table
ro vides av erage colours and magnitudes (in different pass bands) 
or each spectral class and hence allows us to do a selection based
n these average values. We used the photometric magnitudes of the 
econd 9 Gaia data release (corrected for extinction). We chose the 
tellar classes from F9V to G8V, providing almost seven hundred 
arget stars to be analysed. The choice to use this range of stellar
ubclasses is arbitrary, but moti v ated by the colour and magnitude
arameters of its two extremities, which are almost equally separated 
rom the parameters of the Sun. Furthermore, both the F9V and 
he G8V subclasses differs by about ± 300K from the ef fecti ve
emperature of the Sun. Expanding the range at each end with only
ne subclass would imply an expansion into the ef fecti ve temperature
ange of ± 120K, which is equi v alent to a total range expansion of ≈
0 per cent. After this selection, we considered only TOIs currently 
efined by the TESS Follow-up Observing Program (TFOP) working 
roup as planet candidate or whose definition 10 is still absent. We 
lso excluded from our analysis each TOI for which time-series or
igh-precision RV follow-up observations were already available and 
ll TOIs currently under investigation by the ExoFop-TESS website. 
n total, after discarding single-transit candidates, 158 TOIs survived 
ithin our selection. 

 RESULTS  

ere, we report the result of the validation procedure for 158 TOIs
rbiting solar-analogue stars analysed using the VESPA code. In the 
ollowing subsections, we present the statistical outputs coming from 

his calculation. 

.1 Stellar Parameters 

he VESPA code relies on the ISOCHRONES package to infer physical 
roperties of a TESS star. ISOCHRONES uses a nested sampling scheme 
 Although Gaia EDR3 is now available, we used Gaia DR2 in our stellar 
election because both the asPIC1.1 and Mamajek’s table are based on this 
aia release. 

0 We extracted the dispositions from the ‘TFOPWG Disposition’ entry 
vailable on the ExoFOP-TESS website. 

q
t  

O  

s

I
p

iven photometric, spectroscopic, and other observational constraints 
see Section 2.1.1 ). Stellar properties are crucial for estimating the
PP (Shporer et al. 2017 ). If the ISOCHRONES estimates agree with

iterature values, the resulting FPP becomes more reliable. 
We compared the stellar parameters simulated in this work with 

hose determined for asPIC1.1 by inspecting the difference in their 
alues: 

x i = x i, vespa − x i, PIC , (10) 

hile its uncertainty is: 

�x i = 

√ 

σ 2 
i, vespa + σ 2 

i, PIC , (11) 

here x i and σ i are the value and standard deviation of a given stellar
arameter i respectively, with i = { mass, radius, T eff , distance } . 
To perform the comparison, we used stellar parameters from the 

SOCHRONES single-star fit when the planetary or BEB scenario was 
he most likely; otherwise, we used those from either the double- (EB
cenario) or triple-star model (HEB scenario). We have al w ays used
he stellar parameters of the primary star, both in the case of a single-
nd a multiple-star system. When VESPA simulates the BEB scenario, 
t does not use stellar parameters from the ISOCHRONES star models;
nstead, it performs a TRILEGAL simulation (Girardi et al. 2005 ) to
enerate a population of eclipsing binary stars in the neighbourhood 
f the TESS target under examination. The source of the transit signal
ecomes one of these neighbourhood stars; hence, the simulated 
tellar parameters that have been generated are different from those 
f our selected target star. Ho we ver, we aim to verify the VESPA -
imulated stellar parameters of our TESS star specifically selected 
nd not one of its neighbour stars. Therefore, we made use of stellar
arameters from the ISOCHRONES single-star model that have been 
sed to e v aluate the planetary scenario, regardless of whether VESPA

dentified the BEB-scenario to be most likely. 
Fig. 3 shows the difference � x i between the two measures versus

he asPIC1.1 stellar parameter x i , PIC . We omitted stars with | �x i | >
 σ�x i from our analysis. 
As we can see in Fig. 3 , we found that almost all VESPA -simulated

ost stars have parameters in agreement with those estimated in the
sPIC1.1 input catalogue; and, aside from four particular ‘single’ star 
ases (see below), for every star outside 3 σ confidence interval VESPA

ound the BEB (or EB) scenario to be the most likely. We also noted
he presence of a small systematic offset on stellar masses, which is
robably due to the different empiric relationships or models adopted 
y asPIC1.1 and ISOCHRONES . By the analysis of the individual
argets, we see that: 

(i) the candidates we statistically vetted (see Section 4.3 ) orbit a
tar whose simulated parameters agree with the asPIC1.1 ones; 

(ii) stars with a stellar parameter i with | �x i | > 3 σ�x i usually
lso have one (or more) other stellar parameters that follow this
haracteriztic, which means that nine target stars had to be discarded
rom our analysis; 

(iii) stars outside 3 σ confidence interval almost often had large 
axAV and/or �ρ/ ρ values in the VESPA input files. This was the case

or three of the four ‘single’ stars outside 3 σ confidence interval. The
arge maxAV value in the VESPA input files – that we noticed being
uite often underestimated in the consecutive VESPA simulation of 
hese stars – could explain both the differences in stellar T eff and M .
n the other hand, the large �ρ/ ρ values could explain some of the

tars with large VESPA -simulated stellar radius R and mass M ; 
(iv) the remaining unexplained ‘single’ star was modelled by 

SOCHRONES but the resulting fit led to erroneous posterior stellar 
arameters. 
MNRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 
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M

Figure 3. Level of agreement between VESPA -simulated and asPIC1.1 stellar parameters. Each panel shows x i , vespa − x i , PIC versus x i , PIC , where x is the value 
of a given stellar parameter i , with i = { radius, mass, T eff , distance } . The VESPA most likely stellar scenario (single, binary, or blended star) and the uncertainty 
on � x i are colour coded. The latter has four different colours depending on the size of the uncertainty compared to its � x i . The histogram to the right of each 
panel plots the distribution of each value. 
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.2 False Positi v e Probability 

mong the entire selected sample, VESPA was unable to e v aluate
ome candidates due to problems related to the geometry of their
rbital configuration or to difficulties in modelling their light curves
see Section 4.6 ). This happened in the most difficult cases, where
he signal/noise ratio was very low. Therefore, the results we present
ere do not take them into account. Considering this removal plus the
tars omitted in the previous section, we remain with 128 TOIs with
sable light curves and reliable parameters. Among them, there are
3 candidates with a very high probability of being transiting planets,
hile almost 45 per cent of the entire sample have probability of being

n FP that exceed 50 per cent (Fig. 4 ). Among the FPs, there are 26
andidates with FPP > 90 per cent. The remaining 48 candidates
ave an FPP with an intermediate value and their true transit nature
equires further analysis to be confirmed. The histogram in Fig. 5
llustrates the FPP distribution of our candidates. In particular, it is
ossible to note that the FPP co v ers nearly the full 0–100 per cent
robability range, with a higher concentration at the two extremes of
he distribution. Another important result concerns the FP scenario
hat appears to be the most recurrent one, i.e. not necessarily the one
ith a probability that exceed 50 per cent, but the one with the highest
robability among all the scenarios analysed. As we can see from the
ie chart in Fig. 6 , the Background (or F ore ground) Eclipsing Binary
BEB) is the main cause of FPs. This result is consistent with the
xpectations of the TESS mission, for which the main cause of FPs is
xpected to be the BEB scenario (Ricker et al. 2015 ). This is caused
y the crowding of stars within the TESS photometric aperture, as
 result of the large pixel size and the o v erall PSF area. In fact,
NRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 
aving many light sources in the same photometric area may dilute
he brightness of the observed source and increase the FP probability
ue to blended eclipsing binaries. 

.3 Vetted candidates 

o claim a statistical vetting for a transiting exoplanet candidate, we
onsidered the FPP < 1 per cent threshold, as was done by Morton
t al. ( 2016 ). The number of candidates orbiting solar-analogue stars

art/stac2451_f3.eps
art/stac2451_f4.eps
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Figure 5. FPP distribution for the 128 TOIs orbiting solar-analogue stars 
analysed. We subdivided the FPP values from 0 to 1 in 10 bins. 

Figure 6. Most likely scenario for the 128 TOIs orbiting solar-analogue 
stars analysed. Each slice represents a different scenario simulated with 
VESPA (Background Eclipsing Binary, BEB; Background Eclipsing Binary 
with period double, BEB2; Eclipsing Binary, EB; Planet, Pl) and shows the 
percentage of candidates for which such scenario is the most probable to 
occur. The EB slice corresponds to 2 per cent. 
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11 Information from the NASA Exoplanet Archive . 
12 The TESS Data Validation reported a possible stellar contamination from a 
neighbour star. 
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hat satisfy this limit is 23, which corresponds to 18 per cent of TOIs
ithin our selection (complete list in Table A1 ). Then, we subdivided

he entire sample of statistically vetted candidates in five arbitrary 
lanet-size bins: 

(i) Terrestrials: R p � 2 R ⊕; 
(ii) Sub-Neptunes: 2 R ⊕ < R p � 4 R ⊕; 
(iii) Sub-Jovians: 4 R ⊕ < R p � 10 R ⊕; 
(iv) Jovians: 10 R ⊕ < R p � 25 R ⊕; 
(v) Stellar objects: R p � 25 R ⊕, 

to determine which kind of exoplanets we found. For each 
andidate, we considered two different values for their planetary 
adius. First of all, we took into account the radius estimated by
he TESS mission (Stassun et al. 2019 ). Then, we considered our
stimated radius, which we obtained after performing a correction 
or the stellar dilution (see Section 2.2.3 ). In Fig. 7 we show the
lanetary radii of our sample of vetted candidates and its distribution.
e added five shaded areas to highlight different planet-size bins. 
e can note the presence of one terrestrial-size exoplanet and the 

igh concentration of Sub-Neptunes and Jovian-size candidates. At 
mall radii, our estimated radii are quite similar to those coming 
rom the TESS mission, while they are often larger than the other
stimate when the planetary radii are in the Jovian-size bin. The 
ifference between our radii and the ones estimated by the TESS
ission might be due to the points highlighted in Section 2.2.3 and
ay depend only on how the stellar dilution is treated (i.e. there is

o dependence on the stellar radius). The two estimates are different
i.e. their difference is greater than 1 σ ) for ≈ 17 per cent of the vetted
andidates. We noticed that each of these vetted candidates is in the
ovians size bin and has been identified with the QLP pipeline. It is
 orth being aw are of this difference. In f act, not only the planet-size
in could be different, but also the planetary nature of a candidate
ould become questionable if its radius reaches a specific value. We
hose an arbitrary upper limit of 25 R ⊕ for a sub-stellar object, as
he largest confirmed transiting e xoplanet disco v ered so far has a
imilar size 11 (Zhou et al. 2017 ). We confirm that each of our vetted
andidates has a sub-stellar radius. 

.4 Vetted candidates confirmed to orbit their host star 

ollowing the procedure described in Section 2.2 , we took advan-
age of Gaia EDR3 photometry to accurately analyse the stellar 
eighbourhood of each vetted candidate. In this way, we were able
o check whether any neighbourhood star could mimic the detected 
ransit signal and successively exclude each Gaia source as a possible
EB. This procedure allowed us to narrow the transit source origin
f ten vetted candidates (see Section 5.1 and Table A1 ) within
.5 arcseconds separation from their host star. For the other 13
andidates, we have not been able to narrow down the location
f the source of their signal. Ho we v er, we hav e identified which
eighbourhood stars might be a contaminant source and how deep 
heir transit signal is. 

.4.1 Centroid motion results 

s additional evidence of the transit source origin of our vetted
andidates, we considered the centroid motion test (see Section 2.3 ).
n Table A1 – in the centroid test column – we show the results
f this examination. Aside from a controversial case, 12 every vetted 
andidate whose on-target probability has been greatly enhanced –
ith our Gaia photometry analysis (see Section 2.2 ) – has passed the

entroid motion test. Fig. 8 presents an example of a test passed and
ne of a test failed. Summing the results of this analysis with those
btained using Gaia photometry, we greatly enhanced the on-target 
robability of 12 vetted candidates. 

.4.2 High-resolution imaging data 

o confirm the transit source origin of our vetted candidates, we
onsider the high-resolution Speckle/Adaptive Optics (AO) imaging 
ata publicly available on the ExoFOP-TESS website (either as 
 table data or as an ‘Open Observing Note’; Everett, from 

xofop.ipac.caltech.edu ). We need these follow-ups data to rule 
ut unresolved neighbour stars beyond the 1.5 arcseconds spatial 
esolution of Gaia EDR3. Summing the information gained with 
hese data (further explained in Table A1 ) with those obtained using
aia photometry and centroid motion tests, we confirm the transit 

ource origin of six vetted candidates and have greatly enhanced the
n-target probability of another six vetted candidates. 
MNRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Planetary radius of our 23 statistically vetted candidates. On the x-axis, we represented a specific candidate, while on the y-axis its radius in units of 
Earth radii. We added five shaded areas to highlight different planet-size bins. The orange diamonds represent planetary radii from the TESS mission, while the 
blue dots represent our e v aluated parameters – which are the radii corrected for the luminosity contamination coming from neighbourhood stars. Vertical lines 
are only guide for the eye. On the right panel, we plotted the planetary radii distribution. 

Figure 8. Two application examples of the centroid algorithm that is explained in Montalto et al. ( 2020 ). The left plot is centred on the star TOI 2569 and 
illustrates a failed centroid test. The colour-coded ellipses represent the position and dispersion of the centroid metric measurements relative to this target for 
four concentric apertures, as discussed in the paper we mentioned. We also showed the probability of source association P D , which is equal to 3 per cent for this 
target. The right plot is centred on the star TOI 3837 and shows an example of a test passed. The probability of source association is 88 per cent for this target. 
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Figure 9. On–off magnitude variation of Gaia EDR3 
5212899427468921088. The green dots represent the estimated on–
of f v ariation, while the blue and red ones represent the on–of f observed 
magnitude variation in the Sloan/SDSS g 

′ 
and i 

′ 
filters, respectively. On the 

left-hand side, we show the magnitude variation during two predicted transit 
events of TOI 3353.01, which were observed with REM on the nights of 
2021 No v ember 20 and 2021 December 4. On the right-hand side, we show 

the magnitude variation during one expected transit event of TOI 3353.02, 
which was observed with REM on the night of 2021 November 22. 
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.5 On–off photometry obser v ations 

o perform the on–off photometry follow-up of our statistically 
etted candidates (i.e. those from Section 4.3 ), we have submitted 
n observational proposal to INAF AOT44 call (2021 October 1–
arch 31st, 2022, proposal REM-44018, P.I. Giacomo Mantovan), 

o collect multi-band REM images (Chincarini et al. 2003 ; Molinari
t al. 2004 ). Located in La Silla, Chile, the REM telescope allows
s to observe mainly the TESS candidates detected in the Southern 
emisphere. 
Thanks to these observations, we found that two candidates may 

e FPs. In particular, our analysis shows that both the transits of TOI
353.01 and TOI 3353.02 could be due to a background eclipsing 
inary. In fact, Gaia EDR3 5212899427468921088 – a neighbour- 
ood star of TOI 3353 – reproduces both the disco v ery signals
Fig. 9 ). The magnitude variation has been calculated averaging 
he flux measured in several images during both the on- and off-
ransit phases, and correcting for systematic variations (i.e. different 
n- and off- zero-point of magnitude due to different sky conditions 
ccurring during the two phases). In addition, our procedure, which is 
 differential, aperture, transit photometry, remo v es most systematic 
rends, whereas we point out that some residual trends may still be
resent due to the indi vidual, averaged, on–of f measurement. We 
nalysed REM images taken using the Sloan/SDSS g 

′ 
filter and also 

he Sloan/SDSS i 
′ 

filter, which allow us to perform a follow-up 
ith an observation band similar to TESS (Ricker et al. 2015 ). The
bserved – and averaged – on–off magnitude variation is comparable 
o the estimated one (equation 6 ). In addition to our analysis, the
entroid motion tests carried out by the TESS mission was unclear 
or both candidates, further suggesting a possible contamination. 

oreo v er, the TESS team – in a note present on the ExoFOP TESS
ebsite – alerted the possible contamination for TOI 3353.02 exactly 

rom the neighbour star we found. 
Even though this result may seem reasonable and a lot of data

uggests stellar contamination, we have reason to believe that this is
 misleading result: 

(i) the observed on–off variations present large error bars; 
(ii) we shortened both sides of the window length of TOI 3353.01’s 

n-transit phase only by 1 σ (see Section 2.2 ) because we were limited
y the length of the data we had; 
(iii) when using REM images taken using the Sloan/SDSS i 
′ 
filter, 

he observed on–off variation of the neighbourhood star does not 
eproduce the disco v ery signal of TOI 3353.01; 

(iv) the target star is active and is also saturated in the REM
hotometry. These two aspects could affect the on–off photometry 
f the considered neighbourhood star, which is only 22 arcseconds 
ar from the target; 

(v) there are no available data on the potential activity of Gaia
DR3 5212899427468921088. If this contaminating star were in- 

rinsically v ariable, on–of f photometry could gi v e a ‘false ne gativ e’;
(vi) the orbital periods of TOI 3353.01 and TOI 3353.02 are not

n phase with each other. We expect a 2:1 period commensurability
f both transit were due to the same background eclipsing binary. 

Moreo v er, we independently reanalysed the TESS light curves 
f TOI 3353.01 and TOI 3353.02, and modelled them using the PY-
HEOPS code (Maxted et al. 2022 ), to extrapolate the host star’s stellar
ensity ρ∗, h from the transit signals. We followed equations (27) 
nd (30) from Winn ( 2010 ), and then ran MCMC simulations to
etter estimate the value and uncertainty of ρ∗, h . We compared ρ∗, h 

ith the nominal stellar density ρ∗, i.e. the one calculated from the
tellar radius R ∗ and mass M ∗. Furthermore, we performed the same
nalysis focusing on the contaminant star, to determine if the resulting 
tellar density ρ∗, c could better match the nominal value of the 
ontaminant star. To do so, we injected the ‘third light’ parameter (l 3
n PYCHEOPS ) into the PYCHEOPS modelling procedure, and treated 
he target star as the ‘third light’ for the hypothetical transits in the
ontaminant. These analyses show that: 

(i) the resulting stellar density ρ∗, h leads to values in agreement 
ith the nominal stellar density ρ∗ = 0.94 ± 0.18 ρ	 of the host

tar. In particular, we obtained ρ∗, h = 0.69 ± 0.23 ρ	 and ρ∗, h = 

.91 ± 0.36 ρ	, for TOI 3353.01 and TOI 3353.02, respectively; 
(ii) the resulting stellar density ρ∗, c leads to values larger than 

	, which are not consistent with the nominal stellar density ρ∗ =
.24 ρ	 of the contaminant star. Given the large magnitude difference 
etween the host and the contaminant star, treating the target as the
third light’ for the hypothetical transits in the contaminant leads the
odel to produce transits so deep that the occulting body has to be

ery large. This is contradicted by the observations, where the short
uration of ingress and egress mandates a much smaller body. 

These considerations imply that the results of our on–off analysis 
re not accurate enough to confirm the source of transit signals or
etect the source of contamination. We can also rule out the physical
cenario of a contaminating eclipsing binary capable of explaining 
oth transiting candidates. Moreo v er, through the analysis of stellar
ensity from both transit models, we have reasons to believe that
OI 3353 is a genuine multi-planetary system. Regardless of the 

atter result, we emphasize that further photometric observations are 
rucial to shed light on the true nature of these two candidates. In
articular, we suggest performing full-transit photometric observa- 
ions and focusing attention on the neighbourhood star Gaia EDR3 
212899427468921088. 

.6 Problematic cases 

he VESPA code was unable to e v aluate 21 candidates orbiting solar-
nalogue stars within our sample. In more detail: 

(i) Three candidates have orbital period and simulated stellar 
roperties that imply their orbit to be within their host star’s Roche
imit. VESPA considers this situation as a FP; 
MNRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 
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(ii) Eight TOIs did receive MCMC modelling but the trapezoidal
tting model was not able to fit the transit signal. All these candidates
ave a very low signal/noise ratio; 
(iii) The trapezoid MCMC fit did not converge for one candidate;
(iv) Nine TOIs have no light-curve publicly-available on the
AST portal. 

 DISCUSSION  

he validation process is a fundamental part of a more complex
ork, which aims to identify FPs and exclude them to obtain a

leaner sample of candidates, leading to the final confirmation of an
xoplanet candidate. Thanks to this procedure, we can eliminate
ost of the false candidates, and proceed with the follow-up

bservations up to the radial velocity measurement, which allows
he full characterization of a planetary system. Only after the radial
elocity procedure, it is possible to confirm an exoplanet candidate. 

.1 Follo w-up obser v ations 

n this work, we statistically vetted 23 TESS candidates orbiting solar-
nalogue stars and subsequently analysed their stellar neighbourhood
o investigate the presence of possible contaminant stars, confirming
he transit source origin of six of them and greatly enhancing the
n-target probability of another six of them. These two steps allow
s to determine which are the best targets and which are the next
ollo w-up observ ations required to fully confirm and characterize
heir planetary nature. 

For some of our targets, the high-resolution spectra of their host
tars are available in public archives, and these are listed in detail in
able A2 . If the name of the host star is duplicated, it shows that there
re more than one instrument that has obtained the spectrum of the
ost star. All these instruments have been included in Table A2 . For
ome of our targets, there are RV measurements performed with low-
esolution spectroscopy. Ho we ver, we do not report on the spectra
btained with those instruments but only the ‘Open Observing Notes’
n these RV measurements that are publicly available on the ExoFOP
ebsite. It should be noted that, ho we ver, there are no high-precision
V measurements reported for any of these stars, which would lead

o confirming or ruling out an exoplanet candidate. 
Depending on which instrument has published the spectra, and

ith what spectral co v erage and resolution, the next steps for follow-
p on our targets will be determined. For our targets, as incorporated
nd specified in Table A2 , the available spectra are obtained with
RES (Szentgyorgyi & Fur ́esz 2007 ) (resolution ∼ 44000), FIDEOS

Tala et al. 2014 ) (resolution ∼ 43000), and CHIRON (Tokovinin
t al. 2013 ) (resolution ∼ 80000). Based on the capabilities of each
nstrument, dif ferent follo w-up paths should be pursued for each of
ur targets, as we will detail later in this Section. It should be noted,
o we ver, that RV confirmation requires resource-intensive long-term
onitoring programs. On ExoFOP catalogue, all the spectra obtained

y CHIRON (which have the highest resolution in Table A2 ) for
ur targets are flagged as not appropriate to precision R V (PR V),
hich is necessary for directly measure the stellar reflex motion
ue to planets and derive planet masses. We hence focus on RV
ollow-up strategies that have not been yet conducted for our 
argets. 

Low-precision RV measurements are necessary to reject grazing
clipsing binaries or transiting massive white and brown dwarfs,
hich can not be identified through the transit method. It is also

ssential because often the presence of a stellar body can be ruled
ut after taking three radial velocity observations. This aim can
NRAS 516, 4432–4447 (2022) 
e fulfilled by either TRES or FIDEOS, as listed in Table A2 . In
act, TRES and FIDEOS are usually used for identifying the nature
f the transiting objects or ruling out FPs (a technique known as
econnaissance spectroscopy ). Any candidate that will survive this
est will become an exquisite target for internal structure and atmo-
pheric characterization through high-precision RV measurements,
hich can be conducted by higher resolution spectrometers – that

onfirm exoplanet candidates by determining their masses – such as
HIRON. 

.1.1 Definition of ‘statistically validated planets’ and priority 
arks 

onsidering all the abo v e points and state-of-the-art planet validation
apers, we recognize some TOIs investigated in this work as fully
statistically validated planets’. For such TOIs we have added a small
etter planet suffix (e.g. ‘b’, ‘c’) which takes the place of.01/.02
reviously present (see Table A1 ). Any other TOI investigated in
his work is instead referred to as ‘vetted’. In particular, only TOIs
eeting the following criteria should be given a planet suffix: 

(i) The transit signal has been confirmed to be on-target (i.e.
elative to a maxrad area that contains no known neighbouring stars
right enough to cause the event, including AO/Speckle neighbours);
(ii) Host star spectroscopy should not be suggestive of a composite

pectrum, a large RV offset indicative of an EB, or an RV orbit that
s out-of-phase with the photometric ephemeris; 

(iii) The TOI should have a well sampled transit shape (i.e.
igh photometric precision, high number of transits observed, short
adence sampling or transits very deep) to be used for the statistical
alidation; 

(iv) The TOI has been probabilistically vetted with FPP < 0.01; 
(v) The TOI has a uniquely determined orbital period. 

Moreo v er, here we suggest a priority mark to establish what the
ext step is for the five statistically validated planets and the 18
xoplanet candidates vetted in this paper (see Table A1 ): 

(i) Mark = 1: candidate with greatly enhanced on-target proba-
ility, and both low-precision RV measurements and high-resolution
maging data are already available. High-precision RV observations
hould be conducted; 

(ii) Mark = 2: candidate with greatly enhanced on-target probabil-
ty, and low-precision RV measurements are already available. High-
esolution AO/Speckle imaging observations should be conducted; 

(iii) Mark = 3: candidate with greatly enhanced on-target prob-
bility, but no (or not enough) RV measurements are available. We
uggest performing low-precision RV observations; 

(iv) Mark = 4: candidate whose on-target probability is low or
nclear. We suggest to perform on–off photometry observations. 

.2 Statistical validation reliability 

e acknowledge that our statistical validation analysis strongly relies
n the stellar neighbourhood analysis. In our calculation, we have
dded a constraint ( maxrad ) to account for the probability that the
ransit originates from the target. Ho we ver, the use of Gaia EDR3
hotometry, centroid motion tests or subsequent on–off analyses is
ecessary to give 100 per cent reliability to our results. Moreo v er,
igh-resolution imaging follow-ups are needed to rule out unresolved
eighbour stars beyond the 1.5 arcseconds spatial resolution of
aia EDR3. In fact, if all neighbour stars are not adequately ruled
ut as transit sources prior to the analysis, VESPA could classify
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alse positive candidates as true planets (Giacalone et al. 2021 ; 
orton et al. 2016 ). For this reason, we performed the Gaia EDR3

hotometry analysis and the centroid motion tests before starting 
he VESPA code, and we checked the high-resolution imaging data 
ublicly available on the ExoFOP website. We require subsequent 
n–off analyses for those candidates not yet confirmed orbiting their 
ost star. This emphasizes the importance of careful consideration 
f potential contamination from the host star’s neighbourhood (see, 
or example, the notes in Table A1 on the on-target probability of
OI 1689.01), then precisely following the priority marks we have 
uggested (Section 5.1 ) to fully validate and later confirm our target
xoplanets. We emphasize that our candidates with Mark = 1 are 
ully validated planets and ready to be confirmed. 

In contrast, the maxrad constraint that we have adopted enhances 
by construction – the probability of the BEB scenario, and 

ence the total FPP of a candidate (also noted by De Leon et al.
021 ). Therefore, we can only identify the planetary candidate after 
xcluding the BEB scenario through a complete analysis of the 
tellar neighbourhood. This is for example the case of TOI 4399.01, 
hich was first identified by VESPA as a possible BEB and then as
 likely planet after ruling out contaminant stars using Gaia EDR3
hotometry. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

ere, we presented our ongoing follow-up program of TESS candi- 
ates orbiting solar-analogue stars that are in the all-sky PLATO input
atalogue. Our probabilistic validation analysis allows us to identify 
hich are the most promising candidates, while the e v aluation of

heir stellar neighbourhood determines which are the next follow- 
p observations needed to confirm their exoplanet nature. The final 
oal of the entire procedure is to a v oid wasting observational time at
 xpensiv e facilities and optimize follow-up resources. In particular, 
e statistically vetted 23 TESS candidates orbiting solar-analogue 

tars. Five of them have been confirmed on-target and are ready 
or follow-up high-precision radial velocity observations (we refer 
o them as ‘statistically validated planets’), another three have a 
reatly enhanced on-target probability and need high-resolution 
maging data, while the others need additional spectroscopic and/or 
hotometric observations (see Table A1 , column ‘Priority & obs.’). 
It is worth noting that these are new disco v eries. We will continue

o search for ne w v alidated planets at least as long as the TESS
ission will continue. In the very near future, we will complete 

he on–off photometry follow-up of our best targets, by proposing 
urther investigation with REM and other telescopes, as well as low- 
recision radial velocity observations. This will allow us to extend 
he sample of vetted candidates and hence the number of genuine 
argets to be later characterized through high-precision radial velocity 
bservations. Similarly to TESS , the future PLATO transit mission 
Rauer et al. 2014 ) will have a low spatial resolution (15 arcsec/pixel,
aubier et al. 2017 ); hence, it will also require a quick and efficient
tatistical validation procedure to exclude FPs from the large number 
f candidates that PLATO will disco v er. To conclude, our validation
rocedure will be essential and should be rather easily adaptable to 
he future PLATO mission. 

The authors became aware of the confirmation of TOI 4399 b 
Zhou et al. 2022 ) during the referee process. This independent work
erifies our process by confirming one of our five validated planets. 
oreo v er, we want to bring attention to the follow-up work of TOI-

398 on TRES by Jiayin Dong et al. (pri v ate communication), which
llowed the establishment of a tentative orbit. This independent work 
urther demonstrates that our method finds good targets for follow-up. 
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p, TESS R p

(day) ( R ⊕) ( R ⊕) (
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 suffix ‘b’) orbiting solar-analogue stars. 

Secth. b Maxrad c FPP d Centr. On-target g Priority 
(arcsec) test result & obs. 

0 .00029 1.5 1.31e-05 j failed ∗ unclear k –
0 .00033 1.5 0.00111 j passed confirmed 1: PRV 

0 .00234 103 0.00874 failed unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00037 103 1.25e-13 j passed ∗ unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00052 103 0.0 j passed ∗ unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00239 82 8.02e-07 failed unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00127 1.5 7.41e-13 passed enhanced 2: HRI f 

0 .00179 82 1.01e-09 failed unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00106 103 0.00322 passed enhanced 2: HRI 

9e-05 1.5 0.000626 passed enhanced 2: HRI 
0 .00107 1.5 8.75e-06 j passed confirmed 1: PRV 

0 .00012 93 0.00675 failed ∗ unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00020 92.5 1.21e-05 j passed confirmed 3: LPRV 

e 

0 .00075 103 1.74e-06 failed unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00014 82 0.0 – unclear 4: on–off 
0 .00038 1.5 0.000503 passed enhanced 3: LPRV 

0 .00098 1.5 0 – enhanced 3: LPRV 

0 .002817 1.5 2.64e-06 passed enhanced 3: LPRV 

0 .00103 1.5 1.97e-04 – confirmed 1: PRV 

0 .00158 103 0 failed unclear 4: on–off 
it
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Table A1 – continued 

TOI Tmag a Vmag Period R p, VESPA R 

i 
p, TESS R p, undil . Secth. b Maxrad c FPP d Centr. On-target g Priority 

(day) ( R ⊕) ( R ⊕) ( R ⊕) (arcsec) test result & obs. 

5238 b 11 .6370 12 .214 4 .872171 5 .170 5 .209 5 .220 0 .00268 82 1.43e-13 passed confirmed 1: PRV 

5398 b 9 .5806 10 .059 10 .590923 11 .758 11 .653 11 .657 0 .00232 1.5 3.26e-14 – confirmed 1: PRV 

5427.01 11 .6590 12 .140 5 .237418 14 .321 14 .918 16 .112 0 .00306 82 7.44e-6 failed unclear 4: on–off 

Notes. 
a TESS magnitude. 
b Maximum secondary eclipse depth allowed. 
c Exclusion radius within which FP scenarios are allowed. 
d F alse Positiv e Probability. 
e Low Precision Radial Velocity. 
f High-resolution imaging. 
g On-target probability. Full explanation in Section 4.4 . 
h TOI 4361.01 is a ‘duo-transit’ candidate, i.e. a TOI with only two transits separated by about two years. Therefore, its period is not uniquely constrained but 
somewhat ambiguous. However, as further explained in Appendix B , we have reasons to keep it as a vetted candidate regardless of its uncertain periodicity. 
i The TESS planetary radius R p , TESS has been calculated, in this work, from the transit depth available on the ExoFOP website and equation (22) from Winn 
( 2010 ). We did the latter to maintain consistency with R p, VESPA & R p, undil . , which were both calculated with the ExoFOP transit depth as a prior parameter. 
j TOI 3353.01 and TOI 3353.02 have high-resolution speckle imaging publicly available on the ExoFOP website (PI: Howell). Following Morton ( 2012 ) and 
the VESPA tutorial 6 , we inserted the Gemini/Zorro contrast curves into the VESPA input parameters. The final FPP of TOI 3353.01 slightly increases (reaching a 
value of 1e-6), while that of TOI 3353.02 remains unchanged. This result further confirms our statistical vetting. TOI 2545.01, TOI 4399.01, and TOI 4443.02 
also have high-resolution speckle (or AO) imaging publicly available on the ExoFOP website (PI: Dressing, Howell, and Ciardi, respectively). The final FPP 
of TOI 2545.01 remains the same, while the FPP of every other TOIs decreases from two to seven orders of magnitude. Also in this case, our vettings are 
confirmed. This analysis allowed us to validate TOI 2545.01 and TOI 4399.01 and label them as TOI 2545 b and TOI 4399 b. 
k Companion detected at 0.08 arcseconds separation using high-resolution speckle imaging (Dr. Boris Safonov, from exofop.ipac.caltech.edu ). New imaging 
data has been scheduled, and new analyses of existing data are also in progress (Dr. Boris Safonov, pri v ate communication). Additional information is available 
in Table A2 . 
∗Contro v ersial. 

Table A2. Published spectra of the host stars of our targets. The column under ‘Total’ demonstrates how many spectra in total are obtained by the same 
facility throughout the years. 

TOI V Telescope Instrument Resolution Spectral Range Total ExoFOP website’s ‘Open Observing Notes’ a 

(mag) ( Å) 

1689.01 6.996 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 3 Large RV offset. Potential composite spectrum. b 

2545.01 9.521 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 4 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
2545.01 9.521 SMARTS (1.5 m) CHIRON 80000 4500–8900 2 –
2545.01 9.521 ESO 1m telescope FIDEOS 43000 4200–8000 2 –
2569.01 11.775 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 RV offset out-of-phase probably not significant. 
3353.01 9.327 SMARTS (1.5 m) CHIRON 80000 4500–8900 1 –
3837.01 11.673 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 3 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
3892.01 12.607 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
4029.01 11.554 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
4361.01 9.265 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 4 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
4361.01 9.265 SMARTS (1.5 m) CHIRON 80000 4500–8900 1 –
4399.01 8.31 SMARTS (1.5 m) CHIRON 80000 4500–8900 11 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. c 

4402.01 10.286 SMARTS (1.5 m) CHIRON 80000 4500–8900 1 –
4443.01 8.493 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 RV offset out-of-phase. More observations needed. d 

4492.01 10.324 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
4602.01 8.32 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
4640.01 11.63 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 RV offset out-of-phase. More observations needed. d 

4702.01 12.877 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 More observations needed. 
5174.01 11.583 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
5210.01 12.118 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 More observations needed. 
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Table A2 – continued 

TOI V Telescope Instrument Resolution Spectral Range Total ExoFOP website’s ‘Open Observing Notes’ a 

(mag) ( Å) 

5238.01 12.214 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 2 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. 
5398.01 10.059 FLWO (1.5 m) TRES 44000 3850–9096 11 F alse Positiv e scenarios ruled out. d 

Notes. 
a Summary of the ‘Open Observing Notes’ publicly available on the ExoFOP website. 
b ‘The ne w TRES observ ation is very strong and is shifted by about 3 km/s compared to the first two TRES observations more than a year ago. Moreo v er, 
there is more line broadening, hinting at a composite spectrum. This is not a good target for PRV work or atmospheric characterization. No more TRES recon 
spectra are needed.’ (Dr. David Latham, from exofop.ipac.caltech.edu ). 
c Data publicly available on the ExoFOP website and further analysed by Zhou et al. ( 2022 ). 
d This conclusion comes from the ‘Open Observing Notes’ and pri v ate communication with Dr. David Latham. 

APPENDIX  B:  DUO-TRANSIT  C A N D I DAT E  VETTI NG  

The TESS candidate TOI 4361.01 is one of our vetted candidates with the second highest priority mark, which means that following our 
procedure, we demonstrated that it is ready to be analysed with high-resolution imaging and subsequently confirmed through high-precision 
radial velocity observ ations. Ho we ver, there is a large gap in the TESS data that causes its period P of ≈741 days to be ambiguous. The absence 
of a period uniquely constrained induces us to be careful and requires further analysis to confirm its vetting. Therefore, we performed the 
following: 

(i) We took into account all possible TOI 4361.01 period aliases, and modelled the TESS light curve using the PYCHEOPS code, to extrapolate 
the host star’s stellar density ρ from the transit signal (see Section 4.5 ). We then ran an MCMC simulation to better estimate the value and the 
uncertainty of ρ; 

(ii) we considered all the aliases whose extrapolated ρ has a physical result and performed, again, the VESPA analysis considering the new 

period. 

In Fig. B1 , we illustrate the results. In particular, we show the stellar density ρ coming from the possible aliases as a function of the period 
aliases. We added the nominal stellar density available on the ExoFOP website for comparison. The lower limit on the orbital period comes 
from the ephemeris window co v ered by the TESS mission during sectors 8 and 35, while the upper limit comes from the light curve modelling, 
where we fixed the transit duration as reported on the ExoFOP website. Specifically, when a period alias is � 35.5 days, the impact parameter 
b (calculating following equation ( 7 ) from Winn 2010 and considering a circular orbit) becomes > 1 (not physically allowed). These two limits 
constrain the period aliases to be within [ P /34, P /21]. The assumption of a circular orbit a v oids the treatment of eccentricity in the e v aluation 
of impact parameter and the consequent de generac y in the PYCHEOPS transit modelling. Although the latter assumption is simplistic, the results 
of exoplanet population studies, especially for low-mass, sub-Neptunes planets, fa v our low eccentricities values (Mayor et al. 2011 ; Kane et al. 
2012 ; Kipping 2013 ). From the results of this figure, we conclude that whilst this approach could yield a unique orbital period, we do not have 
the sampling in the transit ingress/egress to accurately say what it is. Ho we ver, we emphasize that the unique orbital period estimation is not 
the central goal of this appendix and this work. 

Following the result of our analysis, we performed the VESPA analysis of every survived TOI 4361.01 period alias. Moreover, for the sake 
of completeness, we also considered some period aliases ( P /2, P /4, P /8, and P /16) outside the aforementioned limits. In conclusion, we have 
found the following: 

Figure B1. Stellar density as a function of TOI 4361.01 period aliases. On the x-axis, we represent the period value of a specific TOI 4361.01 alias, while on 
the y-axis, its host star’s stellar density estimated with the MCMC simulation. Each blue dot represents a different TOI 4361.01 period alias, while the solid and 
dashed black lines show the nominal density and its uncertainty, respectively. The vertical red line indicates the minimum periodicity value. 
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(i) every TOI 4361.01 period alias shows a FPP < 1 per cent; 
(ii) the shorter the period, the greater the planetary probability (and the lower the FPP). 

We hence confirm our statistical analysis and keep TOI 4361.01 as one of our best vetted candidates. 
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